OXYDATIVE STRESS

The source, the target, the disease
Source
Circulating
blood

Source

Source

Mitochondria

Endoplasmic
reticulum

Cytokins
LPs, DAMPS
Growth factors :
GH, IGF-1/2,
EGF, Insulin

Endoplasmic reticulum :
Proteins conformation site.
LPs : Lipopolysaccharides,
bacerian compound stimulating
inflammation.
DAMPS : Dammaged
cell fragment stimulating
inflammation.
Nox : NADPH+oxydase, enzyme
that equips all cell and intra
cellular membranes, producing
the superoxide anion O2�.
CAT : Catalase, destroy H2O2
GPX, TRX et PRX : Destroy
peroxides.

Nox

OH : very agressive hydroxyle
radical issued of Fe++ (ferrous)
attack on H2O2.
Ribosom : Synthesis site of
proteins
Isoprostane : Oxidation product
of membrane phospholipids
specific of oxydative stress.
8-oxo-guanosin : Oxidation
product of cytoplasmic RNA
specific of oxidative stress.
8-oxo-deoxyguanosin :
Oxidation product of nucleic
DNA specific of oxidative stress.

CAT/GPX/
TRX/PRX

H2O2

Fe++

OH°
Membrane

Nucleus

RNA

Isoprostane
Atheroma
Cerebral aging
Neurodegenerative disease

8-oxodeoxyguanosin

Ribosom

8-oxo-guanosin

Aging

Cerebral aging

Tumoral disease

Neurodegenerative disease
Strenious muscular activity

Genotoxicity

Loss of cellular
functions
Senescence

Oxidative stress is an excess production of Reactive Oxygen Species that damages
cellular structures (DNA, RNA, Membranes) and promotes as well as enhances dangerous cell
modes of operations as inflammation, growth, proliferation leading to deviations of the cell
physiology or loss of its essential functions.
Oxidative stress contributes to pathogenesis, initiation and evolution of all diseases,
especially age linked ones as cardiovascular diseases, neurodegenerative diseases, osteoporosis,
cancer, etc.

Determination in urine of the three products of DNA, RNA and membrane
oxidation products constitutes a global index of whole body Oxidative Stress status.
An increased Oxidative stress in an apparently healthy subject, warn us of an annoying
physiological process without clinical signs.
If the subject has an age-linked disease, an increase of these indicators represents an
evolutivity marker. The treatment doesn’t necessarily implicates anti-oxidants but rather
changes in lifestyle and hygiene as stopping aggressive treatments, medecines, toxics,
tobacco, alcohol, etc. And more importantly caloric restriction and reduced time feeding,
sleep retoration, physical exercise and pharmacological agents issued of vegetal world
in development.
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